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I.
It is not to be forgotten that what we call rational grounds for our beliefs
are often extremely irrational attempts to justify our instincts.
-Thomas Huxley

In most modern minds, minotaur is synonymous with

recesses of the subconscious, emerging only with

monster: a violent, powerful, man-eating creature

disastrous consequences.

consisting of a bull!s head and a human body. Born of
the unnatural union of a god (in the form of a sacred

But what makes the minotaur!s so-called animal

white bull) and a woman (the Queen of Crete), the

instincts—to attack, kill and eat; to mate at will—morally

minotaur is different from other mythological creatures

reprehensible when acted on by animals? In Laura

that are part human and part animal: centaurs, for

Ball!s luminous, almost hallucinogenic watercolors,

example, or satyrs, whose human minds and hearts

biological need and a drive for survival are described as

are joined to animal bodies. In contrast, the minotaur

part of the natural order that lies beneath the surface of

represents

so-called

consciousness, in the realm of the imagination. Painted

animal instincts and divine power, unmediated by

in translucent washes of color on a brilliant white

conscience or morality. Metaphorically speaking, it/he

ground, creatures of all kinds accumulate into larger

is the violence that hides within the maze of the deep

shapes—irregular forms Ball refers to as mandalas or

the

terrifying

marriage

of



Detail image of Minotaur 2 (Release), 2012, watercolor and graphite on paper, 40 x 26 in. (101.6 x 66 cm), p. 60
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land, sea and air (giraffes, snakes, sharks, eagles,

parts of other beasts.

alligators, to name only a few), intertwine casually or
engage ferociously. In Minotaur 2, outspread wings

Rather than being animal paintings—a genre that has

in the monster!s midsection suggest ribs, but behind

increased in popularity as we become more aware of

them, the belly of the beast is a black hole: deep space,

the fragility of our environment—Ball!s current work

interrupted only by a few stars. Dream space, indeed.

engages with animals as the protagonists in our interior

Stains of red here and there in all of Ball!s pictures

worlds. As she has written concerning her current

are sometimes representations of blood, spreading

project:

out from a predator!s clenched jaws, sometimes the

The primal nature of our internal impulses and their
dreamworld expressions are given the freedom to
unfold in a place where moral weight and the laws
of physics are suspended, and acts of aggression,
violence and sexuality serve as productive steps
towards conquering our Jungian "shadow! and
slaying the monsters that hold us back from a
healthy progression in our daily lives.1

coloration of a bird!s plumage or a snake!s scales.
Flashes of pure blue, green and yellow appear as
well, animating these compositions with the kind of
preternatural brilliance ascribed to dreams— or to
heaven, a place where color is thought to be brighter
and more vital than here on earth. Yet, there is nothing
celestial about these shifting, biting, squirming masses

In Minotaur 1 and 2, the outline of a bull contains a

of life and death. Instead, what they evoke is a kind of

maelstrom of animal parts, heads and bodies intertwined

instability: a sense that change is the only constant.

in a chaotic mixing of species. Beasts and birds of

As one writer has pointed out in reference to Ball!s
paintings, the medium of watercolor itself implies a

1

Laura Ball, Artist Statement, 2012
Progression (detail), p.38





kind of evanescence, asserting that, “At any moment

intervention or direction was shocking to the Victorians.

these watercolor wonders could vanish with a single

Though many people alive today still believe that god

drop of water and a swirl of the artist!s brush”—just as,

is present and in control, modernity has eroded that

perhaps, waking up ends a dream.2

certainty for many others. What, then, are the myths
that sustain the godless on life!s journey, in the search

In other works in this exhibition, color plays a different

for meaning?

role. In each of the two compositions titled, respectively,
Progression and Regression, Ball pictures a rearing

Over a decade ago, Ball began looking for a way to

zebra, its teeth bared. In both images, the white lines

talk about such things in her work—to personify and
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represent the hero!s journey towards discovering the

stripes of light and dark act as a kind of destabilizing

unknowable, as described by the great mythologist
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Joseph Campbell. Using photographs and sketches

to empty space; from ribs, to ribbons, to snakes biting

of what she knew, she pictured her four sisters in

their own tails. Between and through them, a host of
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animals disrupt and interact, as if only momentarily

fought their way into the core of my psyche. They

contained by the white of the page.

crossed bridges, fought dragons, climbed rock walls &
ended up in the center.”3 In the paintings and drawings

In

Jungian

terms,

progression

represents

the

in this exhibition, the girls are gone, and the subject

movement of psychic energy within the conscious

has become the creatures who inhabit that place.

self, awake and aware, towards adaptation to the

Sometimes, they seem to be on a journey as well. In

environment—an expansion forward on life!s journey.

one image, a greenish elephant leads a seething mass

Regression, brought on by forces such as stress,
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insecurity or fear, is its opposite: energy moves inward,

trees. (Oddly, the elephant!s own trunk seems to spring

into the unconscious, and addresses inner needs. Yet,

to life at its end, into phallic blooms tinged with red.)

in these two animals, their poses mirroring each other,

The picture!s title, Into the Trees, seems like a teasing
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conundrum, leaving us to wonder if the animals are
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going into the trees, or turning into them; life changing
into another form of life. It!s tempting to wonder what
it would be like to follow them, as Ball is doing, into

II.
…Who trusted God was love indeed
$QGORYH&UHDWLRQҋVÀQDOODZ
Tho! Nature, red in tooth and claw
With ravine, shriek!d against his creed…
-Alfred, Lord Tennyson
When Tennyson wrote these words in the midnineteenth century, Darwin!s ideas about evolution and
natural selection were just beginning to emerge. The
notion that the natural world functions without divine

exploring what lies on the other side.
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